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Abstract—We analytically characterize the data-aided error5
vector magnitude (EVM) performance of a single-input multiple-6
output (SIMO) communication system relying on maximal ratio7
combining (MRC) having either independent or correlated8
branches that are nonidentically distributed. In particular, exact9
closed form expressions are derived for the EVM in η-μ fading and10
κ-μ shadowed fading channels and these expressions are validated11
by simulations. The derived expressions are expressed in terms12
of Lauricella’s function of the fourth kind F(N)D (.), which can13
be easily computed. Furthermore, we have simplified the derived14
expressions for various special cases such as independent and iden-15
tically distributed branches, Rayleigh fading, Nakagami-m fading,16
and κ-μ fading. Additionally, a parametric study of the EVM17
performance of the wireless system is presented.18
Index Terms—Error Vector Magnitude, maximal ratio19
combining, η-µ fading, κ-µ fading, SIMO.20
I. INTRODUCTION21
C ONFORMITY with the wireless communication perfor-22 mance standards is an absolute necessity, when designing23
communication systems. Traditional approaches of quantifying24
a communication system’s performance includes the calcula-25
tion of classic metrics such as the Bit Error Ratio (BER), the26
throughput and the outage probability [1]–[4]. However, an27
alternative metric that is becoming increasingly popular is the28
Error Vector Magnitude (EVM) [5].29
EVM as a performance metric offers several advantages.30
Firstly, it facilitates the identification of the specific types31
of degradations encountered, in addition to their particular32
sources in a transmission link [5]. Some of these degradations33
are the Inphase-Quadrature Phase (IQ) imbalance, the Local34
Oscillator’s (LO) phase noise, carrier leakage, nonlinearity and35
the LO’s frequency error [6], [7]. Secondly, the EVM is a36
symbol-level performance metric unlike the BER, which is a37
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bit-level performance metric. Hence, EVM is more convenient 38
for Symbol Error Rate (SER) based scenarios where multiple 39
modulation schemes are employed, as in adaptive modulation 40
[8]. Thirdly, it may be employed by a communication sys- 41
tem designer for ensuring conformity with wireless standards, 42
because EVM-based specifications have already become a part 43
of the Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (W-CDMA) 44
and IEEE 802.11 family of Wireless Local Area Network 45
(WLAN) standards [5], [8]. Fourthly, in experimental studies 46
the channel model used is often a proprietary channel, for which 47
no closed form expressions are available either for the BER 48
or for the EVM. In these studies, the designer has to char- 49
acterize the system by transmitting and receiving bits, where 50
the BER calculation relying on the Monte Carlo approach has 51
a long computation time, especially at low BERs. By con- 52
trast, the EVM can be readily evaluated by transmitting fewer 53
symbols, as compared to the BER. Hence, characterizing the 54
performance using EVM is preferred. However, in contrast to 55
the classic BER formulae, the current literature does not pro- 56
vide closed form expressions of the EVM of several important 57
channel scenarios. Hence provides closed-form expressions for 58
some of these important channel scenarios and partially fills this 59
gap in the open literature. We have now added the following 60
text to the discussions in the introduction section (please see 61
page 2 of the revised manuscript). Moreover, EVM is easier to 62
employ than BER as a performance metric in systems, where 63
the transmitter requires feedback regarding the link’s perfor- 64
mance for making choices such as which adaptive modulation 65
mode or channel coding rate to rely on. This is because employ- 66
ing BER would require the received signal to go through the 67
entire receive chain before the feedback can be generated, while 68
computation of the EVM using the received symbols would be 69
quicker. Thus, employing EVM would be a better choice for 70
providing real-time feedback. 71
In an optimized system the major source of degradation is 72
the channel’s fading [4], [9]. However, in a realistic system 73
a range of degradations mentioned in [5] are imposed, which 74
would play a detrimental role. Employing EVM would help 75
the designer identify these impairments at a glance and hence 76
to mitigate them. Mitigating the effects of these distortions 77
would require the EVM of the the best-case scenario, where 78
the EVM is predominantly or purely decided by the wireless 79
channel’s fading as well as by the ubiquitous receiver-noise, 80
and not by other impairments, such as non-linear distortions 81
and synchronization errors, etc. Hence in this paper we aim 82
for providing the designer with closed form expressions for 83
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determining this best-case target EVM. Numerous models have84
been employed in the literature for simulating a wireless chan-85
nel [4]. Some of these models have been used for several years,86
including the AWGN, Rayleigh, Rician and the Nakagami-m87
as well as the Nakagami-q faded channels. On the other hand,88
recent studies are increasingly favouring the state-of-the-art89
η-μ and κ-μ shadowed fading channels [10], [11], because they90
represent all-encompassing generalizations, with the classical91
channels being their special cases. For example, the η-μ distri-92
bution includes the Nakagami-q (Hoyt), the Nakagami-m, the93
Rayleigh and the One-Sided Gaussian distribution as special94
cases. The κ-μ distribution includes the Nakagami-n (Rice),95
the Nakagami-m, the Rayleigh, and the One-Sided Gaussian96
distribution as special cases. The κ-μ shadowed distribution97
includes κ-μ and Rician shadowed distribution as special cases.98
Moreover, they match the experimentally measured mobile99
radio propagation statistics better than the other channel mod-100
els [10]. The κ-μ shadowed fading is useful for modelling101
the satellite links. A simplified model for κ-μ fading is the102
shadowed-Rician fading, which has been employed for mod-103
elling the satellite links [12]–[15].104
The BER, outage probability and capacity are some com-105
monly employed performance metrics, which have been quan-106
tified for η-μ and κ-μ shadowed fading1 channels in [16]–[19]107
and in the references therein. On the other hand, there is a dearth108
of studies that focus on the quantification of the achievable109
EVM for these wireless channels. Moreover, there are no stud-110
ies that characterize the EVM performance for the commonly111
employed wireless technique of receive antenna diversity [20].112
Note that a performance analysis of maximal ratio combin-113
ing based receive antenna diversity was provided in [21] for114
the case of the shadowed-Rician fading land mobile satel-115
lite channels. Employing multiple receive antennas provides116
a diversity gain [20], where the link between the transmit117
antenna and each receive antenna is referred to as a single118
branch of the Single Input Multiple Output (SIMO) channel.119
The fading coefficients of the different branches may be inde-120
pendently distributed or correlated, where the branches in these121
scenearios are referred to as being independent or correlated,122
respectively. Additionally, they may have the same or different123
probability distribution parameters, where the branches in these124
scenearios are referred to as being identically or non-identically125
distributed, respectively. It must be noted that there is some lit-126
erature on the EVM performance of the classical AWGN and127
Rayleigh channels for the scenario of a single receive antenna,128
though these are limited to only a couple of research papers.129
The seminal effort was made in this direction in [22], while130
[23] formulates the attainable EVM in an AWGN scenario. This131
study was extended in [24] to the scenario of non data-aided132
receivers communicating over both AWGN as well as Rayleigh133
fading channels.134
A designer can compute the expected BER for various fad-135
ing channels using well established formulae from the existing136
literature. Thus, designers have a benchmark with which they137
1The probability distribution function (pdf) of the sum of the squared κ-μ
shadowed random variables with independent and correlated shadowing com-
ponents are derived in [11] and [16], respectively. Note that the pdf derived in
[11] is a special case of the pdf derived in [16].
can compare the experimental results, when using BER as a 138
performance metric. However, there are no such equivalent the- 139
oretical formulae for EVM. Hence, through this paper we aim 140
to provide a theoretical benchmark for the EVM performance 141
that the designer can expect in the wireless channels. 142
Against this background, the novel contributions of this 143
paper may be summarised as follows: 144
1) We derive exact closed form expressions for the data- 145
aided EVM2 performance of a SIMO wireless system 146
employing the η-μ and κ-μ shadowed fading chan- 147
nels and a Maximal Ratio Combining (MRC) receiver. 148
Our expressions are derived for independent and non 149
identically distributed branches. These results are then 150
validated by simulations3. 151
2) We also study the effect of correlated fading channels in 152
the above-mentioned wireless system and formulate the 153
EVM for these scenarios. 154
3) The expressions derived are then further simplified for 155
various special cases, such as independent and identically 156
distributed branches, the Rayleigh, the Nakagami and the 157
κ-μ fading. 158
4) The impact of the various channel parameters such as η, 159
μ, κ and that of the number of receive antennas N on 160
the EVM performance is studied along with the attainable 161
performance limits. 162
Our paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present 163
the background necessary for understanding this study, which 164
includes discussions on the SIMO η-μ and κ-μ shadowed 165
channel models in Section II-A and on EVM in Section II-B. 166
Subsequently, we present our analytical characterization of the 167
EVM performance for a SIMO wireless system in Section III, 168
while in Section IV we provide our simulation results. Finally, 169
we offer our conclusions in Section V. 170
II. BACKGROUND INFORMATION 171
A. SIMO η-μ and κ-μ Shadowed Channel Models 172
For the case of a SIMO wireless channel having N receive 173
antennas, the channel model is as follows [4]: 174
yˆ = hs + n, (1)
where s is the transmitted symbol and 175
yˆ = [yˆ1 yˆ2 · · · yˆN ]T
h = [a1e jθ1 a2e jθ2 · · · aN e jθN ]T
n = [n1 n2 · · · nN ]T . (2)
Here yˆk is the symbol received by the kth receive antenna after 176
being subjected to the multiplicative fading of ake jθk and to 177
corruption by the additive noise of nk . In the above discussions 178
ak , θk and nk are random variables (RVs), whose pdf has to 179
be experimentally characterized. Typically the noise is mod- 180
elled by a zero-mean Gaussian distribution, while the phase of 181
2Note that data-aided EVM refers to the EVM obtained using data-aided
receivers, i.e receivers which have exact knowledge of the transmitted bits.
3Please note that if any other detector than the MRC is used, then the EVM
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the fading co-efficient is assumed to have a uniform distribu-182
tion within [0, 2π] [4]. However, modelling the distribution of183
ak or alternatively that of Xk ∝ a2k is much more challenging184
due to its heavy dependence on the exact nature of the wireless185
channel. Note that Xk is referred to as the fading power.186
Recently η-μ and κ-μ shadowed pdfs were proposed in [10]187
and [11], respectively. Mathematically, the η-μ fading power188



























where the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order b191
is represented by Ib(.) and the Gamma function is denoted by192




and var{.} denote the expectation and variance, respectively and194
x¯k = E{Xk} [25]. The parameters Hk and hk may be defined in195
two unique ways that correspond to two distinct fading formats,196
where the difference arises from the physical interpretation of197
the parameter ηk [10]4. In format 1, 0 < ηk < ∞ is the power198
ratio of the in-phase and quadrature phase components of the199











Moreover, in format 1, the η-μ power distribution is symmetri-202
cal around ηk = 1. The second format can be obtained from the203
first one using the relationship of ηformat2 = 1−ηformat11+ηformat1 [10].204
On the other hand, the κ-μ shadowed power pdf is expressed205
as follows for each Xk [11]:206





k (1 + κk)μk xμk−1













where κk > 0 denotes the ratio of the total power of the dom-207
inant components to that of the scattered waves and mk is208
the shadowing parmeter. In (5), μk = E2{Xk }var{Xk }
1+2κk
(1+κk )2 and x¯ =209
E{Xk}, while 1 F1 is the Kummer Hypergeometric function.210
The elements ak for 1 ≤ k ≤ N have two important charac-211
teristics, which are as follows [4]:212
1) Similarity: For a particular distribution model, the coef-213
ficients ak may or may not be identically distributed.214
Specifically, for the cases of the η-μ and κ-μ shadowed215
distributions, they may or may not all have the same216
{ηk, μk} and {κk, μk, mk} parameters, respectively.217
4It is important to note that the η-μ pdf well models the small-scale vari-
ations of the fading signal in a scenario of non-line-of-sight communication
[10].
2) Correlation: For a particular distribution model, the coef- 218
ficients ak associated with 1 ≤ k ≤ N may or may not 219
be correlated with each other. The level of correlation is 220










ρN1 ρN2 · · · ρ1 j · · · ρN N
⎤
⎥⎦ , (6)
where ρi j denote the correlation coefficient between ai 222
and a j . Note that Cm is an identity matrix for the case of 223
all fading magnitudes being independent. 224
In our study, we employ Maximal Ratio Combining 225
(MRC) [4] detection, because its performance closely matches 226
the performance of the optimal maximum-likelihood detec- 227
tion [4], while its complexity is much lower. Assuming perfect 228






B. Error Vector Magnitude 231
The error vector between the transmitted complex-valued 232
symbol s(l) = sI (l) + j · sQ(l) and the received symbol y(l) = 233
yI (l) + j · yQ(l) is defined as e(l) = y(l) − s(l). Fig. 1 shows 234
a vectorial representation of e using the constellation diagram 235
of the communication system. The EVM of the communication 236
system is proportional to the root mean square value of the error 237
signal e(l). In other words, if a total of L symbols are trans- 238
mitted over the wireless channel, then the EVM of the SIMO 239







l=1 |y(l) − s(l)|2
Po
, (8)
where Po is the average symbol power. If s(l) ∈ 242
{S1, S2, · · · SM }, and if all symbols are equi-probable, 243






III. ANALYTICAL STUDY OF THE EVM FOR SIMO 245
CHANNELS 246
The EVM in an AWGN SISO channel has been formulated 247





when L → ∞, (10)
where SN RSI SO is the channel’s signal-to-noise-ratio at the 249
single receive antenna, L is the number of symbols transmit- 250
ted over the wireless channel and M is the number of unique 251
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Fig. 1. Vector representation of the error between symbols s and y.
In the SIMO scenario, if we assume that the average signal253
to noise ratio at each receive antenna is γi = γ , then the instan-254
taneous equivalent signal-to-noise-ratio of the overall SIMO255









a2k = SN RSI M O × Z , (11)
where SN RSI M O = Nγ is the average equivalent signal-to-257
noise-ratio of the overall SIMO system, which represents the258
power gain of using a higher number of receivers5. On the259
other hand, in (11), Z = 1N
∑N
k=1 a2k is the diversity gain, which260
converges to 1 as the number of antennas increases (assuming261
each of the channel gains is normalized to have unit variance)262
and it hence helps overcome fading [9, P. 72]. In our simu-263
lations, we compare the EVM obtained in a SIMO channel264
to that of the SISO channel. Our goal is to study the diver-265
sity gain obtained by employing multiple receive antennas and266
not the power gain. Hence, we compare the SIMO channel to267
an equivalent SISO AWGN channel having a signal-to-noise-268
ratio of SN RSI SO = SN RSI M O = Nγ in order to ensure the269
same average received power in both scenearios. Note that the270
BER or EVM performance of the SIMO system may be better271
than that of a SISO AWGN channel having an SN RSI SO = γ ,272
but will always be worse than that of a SISO AWGN channel273
having an SN RSI SO = SN RSI M O = Nγ .274
Now, employing the instantaneous SNR in (10) we obtain the275
instantaneous EVM to be EVM(z) =
√
1
SN RSI M O×z for L →276
∞, where EVM(z) is the instantaneous EVM for the scenario277
of the diversity gain Z = z. The average EVM is formulated278
by employing the definition in [24] where, the average EVM is279





EVM(z) fZ (z)dz, (12)
5We employ the notation SN RSI M O for distinguishing between the power
gain and diversity gain obtained by employing multiple receive antennas.
where fZ (z) is the pdf of Z . Let us now derive the exact 282
closed-form expressions for the EVM in a SIMO channel, while 283
considering two fading scenarios, namely the η-μ and κ-μ 284
shadowed fading channels. 285
A. η-μ Fading SIMO Channel 286
In order to derive the EVM for η-μ fading, we first have to 287
derive the pdf of Z =∑Nk=1 Xk , where we have Xk = 1N a2k . 288
Thus, each Xk has the pdf given in (3) with x¯k = E{Xk} = 1N 289
and the distribution parameters of {ηk, μk}. The moment gen- 290
erating function (MGF) for Xk has been derived in [26]. In 291
[27], it has been shown that the MGF of Xk can be repre- 292
sented as the product of the MGFs of two gamma distributed 293
RVs (RVs), where both these gamma RVs have the same shape 294
parameter α2k−1 = α2k = μk , but different scale parameters 295
of θ2k−1 = x¯k2μk (hk+Hk ) and θ2k = x¯k2μk (hk−Hk ) . Using this rela- 296
tionship, as well as the studies in [27] and [28], we can state 297
that Xk = Pk + Qk , such that Pk ∼ G(α2k−1, θ2k−1), and Qk ∼ 298
G(α2k, θ2k). Note that G(α2k, θ2k) denote the gamma distribu- 299
tion with shape parameter α2k and scale parameter θ2k . Thus, 300
the sum of N η-μ RVs may be alternatively expressed as the 301
sum of L = 2N Gamma RVs, where the pdf of the sum of L 302
Gamma RVs has been derived in [29]. Now, as stated earlier, 303
the pdf of Z =∑Nk=1 Xk has been derived to be the following 304
using the pdf of the sum of 2N Gamma RVs [29]: 305



























(N )2 (.) is the confluent Lauricella function [30]. We 306
can now substitute this fZ ,η−μ(z) into (12) for formulating the 307
average EVM. 308
1) EVM of η-μ SIMO Channel With Independent and 309
Nonidentically Distributed Branches: 310
Lemma 1: The EVM expression of the η-μ fading SIMO 311
channel having independent and non-identically distributed 312
(i.n.i.d) branches is given by 313
EV Mη−μ,i.n.i.d =
√
Nμ1(1 + η−11 )√

















, 1 − μ1(1 + η
−1
1 )
μ2(1 + η−12 )
, 1 − μ1(1 + η
−1
1 )
μ2(1 + η2) · · ·
1 − μ1(1 + η
−1
1 )
μN (1 + η−1N )
, 1 − μ1(1 + η
−1
1 )
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Proof: See Appendix I for the proof.315 
The expression of the EVM for the i.n.i.d case is given316
in terms of Lauricella’s function of the fourth kind F (N )D [.]317
[30]. The function F (N )D [a, b1, · · · , bN ; c; x1, · · · , xN ] can be318








(1 − xi t)−bi dt,
where Real(c) > Real(a) > 0, (15)
where Real(.) returns the real part of the argument. Note that320
the condition Real(c) > Real(a) > 0 is satisfied by Lauricella’s321
function of the fourth kind F (N )D [.], which appeared in (14).322
Special Case 1: Now, we simplify the expression in (14) for323
the case of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) fading324
SIMO channels. Substituting both ηi = η and μi = μ ∀i into325
(14) and then using the following identity:326
F (N )D [a, b1, · · · bn; c, x, · · · , x] = 2F1[a, b1 + · · · + bN ; c; x],
(16)





SN RSI M O
(2Nμ − 0.5)
(2Nμ)
2 F1[0.5, Nμ; 2Nμ; 1 − 1
η
] for 2Nμ > 0.5. (17)
In the following, we show that the expression shown in (17)329
converges to the EVM expression of AWGN channel. Note that330
when fading parameters η = 1 and μ tends to infinity, the η-μ331
channel should converge to an AWGN channel. By substituting332
η = 1 and μ → ∞ in (17), it can be simplified to333








SN RSI M O
. (18)
This simplification follows from the fact that334
2 F1[0.5, Nμ; 2Nμ; 0] = 1. We now provide the upper335
bound of the EVM expression given in (17) so that the impact336
of fading parameter η can be shown. Using the transforma-337





SN RSI M O
(2Nμ − 0.5)
(2Nμ)








and using the bound 2 F1[2Nμ − 0.5, Nμ; 2Nμ; 1 − 1η ] <2340





, the expression given in341


















Hence, it is apparent from (20) that as η increases, the EVM 343
increases. Recall that η is the scattered-wave power ratio 344
between the in-phase and quadrature components of each clus- 345
ter of multipath and hence the EVM will be minimum when the 346
power of the in-phase and the quadrature components is equal. 347
Special Case 2: The Nakagami-m fading is a special case 348
of the η-μ fading associated with η = 1 and 2μ = m′. Note 349
that m′ is the shape parameter of the Nakagami-m fading. 350
Substituting η = 1 and 2μ = m in (14) and (17), we obtain 351

















0.5, m′2, · · · , m′N ;
N∑
i=1
m′i ; 1 −
m′1
m′2












SN RSI M O
(Nm′ − 0.5)
(Nm′)
for Nm′ > 0.5.
(22)








for large n, (23)
the EVM of the i.i.d Nakagami-m scenario can be further 355
simplified to 356






for large Nm′. (24)
Note that the first term in (24) represents the EVM of an 357
AWGN channel, while the remaining terms in (24) represent 358
the contribution of the fading. We know that as the parameter m 359
decreases, the impact of fading becomes more severe, which is 360
confirmed by (24). A second point that may be noted from (24) 361
is that the EVM approaches that of an AWGN channel, when 362
the number of receive antennas tends to infinity and/or when 363
the fading parameter tends to infinity. 364
2) EVM of η-μ SIMO Channel With Correlated and 365
Identically Distributed Branches: 366
Lemma 2: The EVM expression of a correlated η-μ SIMO 367
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EVMη−μ,corr = 1√





0.5, μc, · · · , μc; 2Nμc; 1 − θˆ2
θˆ1
, · · · 1 − θˆ2N
θˆ1
)
f or 2Nμc > 0.5. (25)
Proof: See Appendix II for the proof.369 
B. κ-μ Shadowed Fading SIMO Channel370
In order to derive the EVM of a κ-μ shadowed faded channel,371




k . Thus, each Xk has the pdf given in (5) with x¯k = 1N and373
distribution parameters of {κk, μk, mk}. The pdf of Z has been374


























− μ1(1 + κ1) z
x¯1
, · · · ,−μN (1 + κN )z
x¯N
,−μ1m1(1 + κ1) z
(μ1κ1 + m1) x¯1
· · · − μN m N (1 + κN )z
(μN κN + m N )x¯N
)
. (26)
We can now substitute fZ ,κ−μsh(z) in (12) to obtain the376
average EVM.377
1) EVM of κ-μ Shadowed Fading SIMO Channel With i.n.i.d378
Branches:379
Lemma 3: The EVM expression of κ-μ shadowed fading380















F (2N−1)D (0.5, μ2 − m2, · · · , μ2 − m2, m1, · · · m N ;
N∑
i=1
μi ; 1 − μ1(1 + κ1)
μ2(1 + κ2) , · · · , 1 −
μ1(1 + κ1)
μN (1 + κN ) ,
1 − (μ1κ1 + m1)
m1
· · · 1 − (μN κN + m N )μ1(1 + κ1)






μi > 0.5. (27)
Proof: See Appendix III for the proof.382 
Special Case 1: Now, we simplify the expression in (27)383





SN RSI M O
 (Nμ − 0.5)
 (Nμ)
2 F1[0.5, Nm; , Nμ;−μκ
m
] for Nμ > 0.5. (28)
In the following, we will show that the above expression con- 386
verges to the EVM expression of AWGN channel. Note that 387
when fading parameters κ = 0 and μ tends to infinity, the κ- 388
μ channel should converge to an AWGN channel. By putting 389
κ = 0 and μ → ∞ the above expression can be simplified to 390








SN RSI M O
. (29)
The above simplification follows from the fact that 391
2 F1[0.5, Nμ; 2Nμ; 0] = 1. Note that the EVM expres- 392
sion for an κ-μ shadowed channel converges to the expression 393
of AWGN channel when fading parameter κ = 0 and μ tends 394
to infinity, as expected. 395
Special Case 2: We now derive the closed-form expression 396
of EVM for the κ-μ fading SIMO channel having i.i.d branches. 397
Note that the κ-μ fading is a special case of the κ-μ shadowed 398








= 1 F1[a, c, z], (30)
the 2 F1[.] given in (28) can be simplified for m → ∞ as 400
follows: 401
2 F1[0.5, Nm; , Nμ; ,−μκ
m
] = 1F1[0.5; Nμ;−Nμκ], (31)
where 1 F1[.] is the Kummer hypergeometric function [30]. 402
Therefore, the EVM expression of the κ-μ fading SIMO chan- 403




SN RSI M O
(Nμ − 0.5)
(Nμ)
1 F1(0.5, Nμ,−Nμκ) for Nμ > 0.5. (32)









for μ > 0.5. (33)
Additional validation of Equation (33): In the following, we 407
derive the EVM expression of the κ-μ fading SISO channel 408
using the negative moment given in [10] in order to fur- 409
ther validate our derivations6. The EVM for κ-μ channel is 410
6Note that the negative moment of sum of generalized fading distribution















where fκ−μ(a) is the κ-μ envelope probability density func-412
tion. It is apparent from the above expression that the EVMκ−μ413
is the negative moment of the κ-μ fading distribution. Using414






(μ − 0.5) exp(−κμ)
(μ)
1 F1(μ − 0.5, μ, μκ) for μ > 0.5. (34)










Therefore, we have shown that the expressions given in (35) and420
(33) are same. Note that the functional form of the pdf of the421
sum of correlated κ-μ shadowed random variables is similar to422
that of the sum of correlated η-μ random variables. Hence, the423
EVM expression for a correlated κ-μ shadowed SIMO chan-424
nel can be derived in a similar manner to that of the η-μ SIMO425
channel. Furthermore, κ-μ fading is a special case of κ-μ shad-426
owed fading and hence the EVM can be obtained numerically427
by employing a very high value of m in the EVM expression428
for a κ-μ shadowed fading channel.429
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS430
In order to validate the EVM expressions derived for η-431
μ and κ-μ shadowed fading channels associated with the432
arbitary parameters, we simulated a BPSK modulation-based433
system communicating over these channels. We implemented434
a simulation-based solution of (12) using 1 transmit and N435
receive antennas. The simulations employed the Monte Carlo436
approach, which relies on transmitting a large number of bits437
over the wireless channel and computing the average EVM. The438
simulations were carried out in Matlab.439
Fig. 2 shows the EVM variation with respect to SN RSI M O440
for the case of SIMO channels having independent and non-441
identically distributed branches, where it can be seen that the442
simulation results closely match the theoretical values.443
Fig. 3 depicts the variation of EVM with respect to444
SN RSI M O for η-μ fading. Here, we have considered N = 3445
and η ≥ 1, since η is symmetrical about 1. Firstly, it may be446
seen that the analytical results match with the simulation results447
for the entire range of SN RSI M O . Secondly, it may be observed448
that as η increases, the EVM also increases for a fixed value449
of μ. Recall that η is the power ratio of the in-phase and450
quadrature-phase components of the fading signal in each mul-451
tipath cluster. Hence, as the power ratio of the in-phase and452
Fig. 2. The EVM for η-μ and κ-μ shadowed i.n.i.d SIMO channels.
Fig. 3. The EVM for different values of η and μ, when N = 3 and the channels
are i.i.d.
quadrature-phase components increases, the EVM increases. In 453
other words, the EVM would be minimum, when the power 454
of the in-phase and quadrature-phase components of the fading 455
signal in each multipath cluster is equal. Thirdly, as the shape 456
parameter μ increases, the EVM decreases and it approaches 457
the EVM of an AWGN channel. 458
Fig. 4 shows the variation of EVM with respect to SN RSI M O 459
for different values of N . Firstly, observe that the simula- 460
tion results closely match the analytical results. Secondly, as 461
the number of antennas increases, the EVM decreases and it 462
approaches the EVM of an AWGN channel. Interestingly, it 463
may be seen that the EVM decreases significantly as the number 464
of antennas increases from 1 to 2. However, the EVM reduction 465
becomes less significant, as the number of antennas increases 466
from N = 2 to 3 and so on. 467
Fig. 5 shows the variation of EVM as a function of 468
SN RSI M O for different values of correlation coefficients. The 469
correlation between the SIMO branches is defined by the corre- 470
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Fig. 4. The EVM for different values of N, when η = 1 and μ = 0.5 and the
channels are i.i.d.
Fig. 5. The EVM for different values of correlation, when N = 3, while η = 1
and μ = 0.5 for all the channels.
we have p, q = 1, · · · , N . Firstly, it may be seen that the472
simulation results closely match the analytical results for all473
values of the correlation coefficients. Secondly, it is observed474
that the EVM increases, as the correlation among the branches475
increases and it approaches the EVM of a SISO channel.476
Furthermore, the rate at which the EVM increases is higher,477
when the correlation coefficients are high.478
Fig. 6 shows the variation of EVM versus the N × m product479
for the special case of Nakagami channels. It may be seen that480
the EVM decreases, as either N or m increases. Interestingly,481
the rate at which the EVM decreases is higher, when the number482
of antennas and the Nakagami-m fading parameter are small.483
This phenomenon may also be observed from (24), where the484
EVM of the Nakagami-m fading is shown to be a function of485
1/(N × m).486
Fig. 7 shows the EVM variation versus SN RSI M O for κ-μ487
fading. Again, the simulation results closely match the ana-488
lytical results. It may be seen that as κ increases, the EVM489
Fig. 6. Variation in EVM with respect to N × m′ for a Nakagami SIMO
channel which are i.i.d.
Fig. 7. The EVM for different combinations of κ and μ, when N = 2 and the
channels are i.i.d.
decreases and it approaches the EVM of an AWGN channel. 490
Recall that κ represents the ratio of the total power of the dom- 491
inant components to that of the scattered waves. Hence, as the 492
ratio of the total power of the dominant components to that of 493
the scattered waves increases, the EVM decreases, as expected. 494
V. CONCLUSIONS 495
We have derived exact closed-form expressions for the data- 496
aided EVM in η-μ and κ-μ shadow faded SIMO channels 497
having independent and non-identically distributed branches. 498
The EVM expression is also derived for the scenario of cor- 499
related SIMO branches. Furthermore, the expressions derived 500
may be readily simplified for various special cases, such as 501
independent and identically distributed fading, the Rayleigh, 502
the Nakagami-m and finally the κ-μ fading. Subsequently, we 503
performed a simulation based study of this system in order to 504
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EVM performance of the wireless communication system con-506
sidered showed that as the Nakagami fading parameter m and/or507
the number of antennas N increases, the EVM decreases and508
the rate at which the EVM decreases is higher, when the fading509
parameter and/or the number of antennas is small.510
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APPENDIX A513
The EVM for a AWGN SISO channel is given by (10) [23],514
[24]. Thus, the instantaneous EVM, namely EV M(z), is com-515
puted using (10) but with the replacement of SN RSI SO with the516
instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio, where zSN RSI M O is the517
instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio as per (11). Thus, the EVM518




EVM(z) fZ ,η−μ(z)dz, (36)
which simply weights the AWGN channel’s EVM by the spe-520
cific probability of occurance of each particular instantaneous521
SNR given by its distribution and then averages it by integrating522
it across the entire instantaneous SNR range. Now substituting523

































































Using the transformation [30, P. 177]:525
e−xi 
(n)2 (b1, · · · , bn; c; x1, · · · , xn)
= 
(n)2 (b1, ·, bi−1, c − b1 − · − bn, bi+1, ·, bn; c;
x1 − xi , · · · xi−1 − xi ,−xi , xi+1 − xi , ·, xn − xi ), (38)
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√
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Using the transformation z
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Using the following identity [30, P. 51]: 532






(n)2 [b1, · · · , bn, c, x1t, · · · , xnt]dt,
(41)

























αi > 0.5. Here F (N )D [a, b1, · · · , bN ; c; x1, · · · , xN ] is 534
the Lauricella’s function of the fourth kind. Again, using the 535
following identity: 536
F (n)D [a, b1, · · · , bn, c, x1, · · · , xn] =
n∏
i=1
(1 − xi )−bi
F (n)D [a, b1, · · · , bn, c,
x1
x1 − 1 , · · · ,
xn
xn − 1], (43)
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be simplified to539
EVMη−μ,i.n.i.d = 1√





















Substituting the value of θi , αi and z¯ = 1/N into (45), we540
obtain the final expression of EVMη−μ,i.n.i.d given in (14).541
APPENDIX B542
The underlying philosophy in this derivation is similar to that543
of an η − μ SIMO channel with i.n.i.d branches. We now con-544
sider the scenario studies in this paper, where Z is the sum of N545
correlated and identically distributed η-μ RVs Xk having dis-546
tribution parameters {ηk, μc}. Note that all the Xks have the547
same μc but different ηk . As discussed in the first paragraph of548
Section III-A, an η-μ random variable may be expressed as the549
sum of two independent Gamma distributed RVs. It has been550
discussed in [28] that each Xk may be expressed as551
Xk = Pk + Qk, (46)
where Pk ∼ G(μc, θ2k−1), and Qk ∼ G(μc, θ2k) with θ2k−1 =552
x¯k
2μc(hk+Hk ) and θ2k = x¯k2μc(hk−Hk ) . Similar to Section III-A,553
x¯k = 1/N , while hk and Hk are given by (4). Note that the cor-554
relation among the different Xks results in a correlation among555
the different Pks and among the Qks, but there is no correla-556
tion between the Pks and Qks. If ρxxi j is the correlation between557
Xi = Pi + Qi and X j = Pj + Q j , while ρ ppi j and ρqqi j is the558
correlation between {Pi , Pj } and {Qi , Q j }, respectively then559
we have (47), shown at the bottom of the page.560
In our study Z is the sum of N correlated and identically561
distributed η-μ RVs Xk . Employing (46), we may state562
that Z is the sum of 2N correlated and non-identically dis-563
tributed Gamma distributed RVs Mi , namely {M1 = P1, M2 =564
Q1, M3 = P2, M4 = Q2 . . . , M2N−1 = PN , M2N = QN }.565






var(Pi )var(Pj ) + ρqqi j
√
var(Qi )var(Q j )√
var(Pi )var(Pj ) + var(Qi )var(Q j ) + var(Pi )var(Q j ) + var(Pj )var(Qi )
(47)
by [16], [29], [33] 567






μc, · · · , μc; 2Nμc; −z
θˆ1




where θˆi is the eigen values of A = DC with D being a diago- 568
nal matrix with entries θi and det(A) =
N∏
i=1
θˆi is the determinant 569
of the matrix A. Here, C is the symmetric positive definite 570
(s.p.d) matrix and is given in (49), shown at the bottom of the 571
page. where ρmmi j denotes the correlation coefficient between 572
Mi and M j , and is given by, 573
ρmmi j = ρmmji =
cov(Mi , M j )√
var(Mi )var(M j )
, 0 ≤ ρi j ≤ 1, (50)
with cov(Mi , M j ) being the covariance between Mi and M j . 574
Note that the alternate zeros are a consequence of Pks and Qks 575
being independent. 576
Just as in (36), the EVM of a SIMO channel encountering 577





EVM(z) fZ ,η−μ,corr (z)dz, (51)
The functional form of the pdf of the sum of correlated gamma 580
RVs is similar to that of the sum of i.n.i.d. η − μ RVs, as given 581
in (13). Hence the EVM expression in (51) may be readily 582
simplified to: 583
EVMη−μ,corr = 1√
















Note that θˆi is the eigen values of A = DC with D being a 584
diagonal matrix with entries θi and C is the symmetric positive 585
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APPENDIX C587
The pdf fZ ,κ−μsh(z) is presented in (26). Assuming that588
βi = x¯iμi (1+κi ) and δi =
(μi κi +mi )x¯i


































The EVM of κ-μ shadow fading SIMO channel with i.n.i.d591




EVM(z) fZ ,κ−μsh(z)dz. (54)
Note that the functional form of the pdf of the sum of κ-μ shad-593
owed RVs is similar to that of the sum of η-μ RVs, as given594
in (13). Hence the EVM of the κ-μ shadowed fading SIMO595
channel with i.n.i.d branches may be expressed as follows:596
EVMκ−μsh,i.n.i.d = 1√













0.5, μ2 − m2, · · · , μ2 − m2, m1, · · · m N ;
N∑
i=1
μi ; 1 − β2
β1
, · · · , 1 − βN
β1
, 1 − δ1
β1




Substituting the value of βi and δi and x¯i = 1/N ∀i into (55),597
we obtain the final expression of EVMκ−μsh,i.n.i.d , which is598
given in (27).599
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4
Abstract—We analytically characterize the data-aided error5
vector magnitude (EVM) performance of a single-input multiple-6
output (SIMO) communication system relying on maximal ratio7
combining (MRC) having either independent or correlated8
branches that are nonidentically distributed. In particular, exact9
closed form expressions are derived for the EVM in η-μ fading and10
κ-μ shadowed fading channels and these expressions are validated11
by simulations. The derived expressions are expressed in terms12
of Lauricella’s function of the fourth kind F(N)D (.), which can13
be easily computed. Furthermore, we have simplified the derived14
expressions for various special cases such as independent and iden-15
tically distributed branches, Rayleigh fading, Nakagami-m fading,16
and κ-μ fading. Additionally, a parametric study of the EVM17
performance of the wireless system is presented.18
Index Terms—Error Vector Magnitude, maximal ratio19
combining, η-µ fading, κ-µ fading, SIMO.20
I. INTRODUCTION21
C ONFORMITY with the wireless communication perfor-22 mance standards is an absolute necessity, when designing23
communication systems. Traditional approaches of quantifying24
a communication system’s performance includes the calcula-25
tion of classic metrics such as the Bit Error Ratio (BER), the26
throughput and the outage probability [1]–[4]. However, an27
alternative metric that is becoming increasingly popular is the28
Error Vector Magnitude (EVM) [5].29
EVM as a performance metric offers several advantages.30
Firstly, it facilitates the identification of the specific types31
of degradations encountered, in addition to their particular32
sources in a transmission link [5]. Some of these degradations33
are the Inphase-Quadrature Phase (IQ) imbalance, the Local34
Oscillator’s (LO) phase noise, carrier leakage, nonlinearity and35
the LO’s frequency error [6], [7]. Secondly, the EVM is a36
symbol-level performance metric unlike the BER, which is a37
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bit-level performance metric. Hence, EVM is more convenient 38
for Symbol Error Rate (SER) based scenarios where multiple 39
modulation schemes are employed, as in adaptive modulation 40
[8]. Thirdly, it may be employed by a communication sys- 41
tem designer for ensuring conformity with wireless standards, 42
because EVM-based specifications have already become a part 43
of the Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (W-CDMA) 44
and IEEE 802.11 family of Wireless Local Area Network 45
(WLAN) standards [5], [8]. Fourthly, in experimental studies 46
the channel model used is often a proprietary channel, for which 47
no closed form expressions are available either for the BER 48
or for the EVM. In these studies, the designer has to char- 49
acterize the system by transmitting and receiving bits, where 50
the BER calculation relying on the Monte Carlo approach has 51
a long computation time, especially at low BERs. By con- 52
trast, the EVM can be readily evaluated by transmitting fewer 53
symbols, as compared to the BER. Hence, characterizing the 54
performance using EVM is preferred. However, in contrast to 55
the classic BER formulae, the current literature does not pro- 56
vide closed form expressions of the EVM of several important 57
channel scenarios. Hence provides closed-form expressions for 58
some of these important channel scenarios and partially fills this 59
gap in the open literature. We have now added the following 60
text to the discussions in the introduction section (please see 61
page 2 of the revised manuscript). Moreover, EVM is easier to 62
employ than BER as a performance metric in systems, where 63
the transmitter requires feedback regarding the link’s perfor- 64
mance for making choices such as which adaptive modulation 65
mode or channel coding rate to rely on. This is because employ- 66
ing BER would require the received signal to go through the 67
entire receive chain before the feedback can be generated, while 68
computation of the EVM using the received symbols would be 69
quicker. Thus, employing EVM would be a better choice for 70
providing real-time feedback. 71
In an optimized system the major source of degradation is 72
the channel’s fading [4], [9]. However, in a realistic system 73
a range of degradations mentioned in [5] are imposed, which 74
would play a detrimental role. Employing EVM would help 75
the designer identify these impairments at a glance and hence 76
to mitigate them. Mitigating the effects of these distortions 77
would require the EVM of the the best-case scenario, where 78
the EVM is predominantly or purely decided by the wireless 79
channel’s fading as well as by the ubiquitous receiver-noise, 80
and not by other impairments, such as non-linear distortions 81
and synchronization errors, etc. Hence in this paper we aim 82
for providing the designer with closed form expressions for 83
0090-6778 © 2016 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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determining this best-case target EVM. Numerous models have84
been employed in the literature for simulating a wireless chan-85
nel [4]. Some of these models have been used for several years,86
including the AWGN, Rayleigh, Rician and the Nakagami-m87
as well as the Nakagami-q faded channels. On the other hand,88
recent studies are increasingly favouring the state-of-the-art89
η-μ and κ-μ shadowed fading channels [10], [11], because they90
represent all-encompassing generalizations, with the classical91
channels being their special cases. For example, the η-μ distri-92
bution includes the Nakagami-q (Hoyt), the Nakagami-m, the93
Rayleigh and the One-Sided Gaussian distribution as special94
cases. The κ-μ distribution includes the Nakagami-n (Rice),95
the Nakagami-m, the Rayleigh, and the One-Sided Gaussian96
distribution as special cases. The κ-μ shadowed distribution97
includes κ-μ and Rician shadowed distribution as special cases.98
Moreover, they match the experimentally measured mobile99
radio propagation statistics better than the other channel mod-100
els [10]. The κ-μ shadowed fading is useful for modelling101
the satellite links. A simplified model for κ-μ fading is the102
shadowed-Rician fading, which has been employed for mod-103
elling the satellite links [12]–[15].104
The BER, outage probability and capacity are some com-105
monly employed performance metrics, which have been quan-106
tified for η-μ and κ-μ shadowed fading1 channels in [16]–[19]107
and in the references therein. On the other hand, there is a dearth108
of studies that focus on the quantification of the achievable109
EVM for these wireless channels. Moreover, there are no stud-110
ies that characterize the EVM performance for the commonly111
employed wireless technique of receive antenna diversity [20].112
Note that a performance analysis of maximal ratio combin-113
ing based receive antenna diversity was provided in [21] for114
the case of the shadowed-Rician fading land mobile satel-115
lite channels. Employing multiple receive antennas provides116
a diversity gain [20], where the link between the transmit117
antenna and each receive antenna is referred to as a single118
branch of the Single Input Multiple Output (SIMO) channel.119
The fading coefficients of the different branches may be inde-120
pendently distributed or correlated, where the branches in these121
scenearios are referred to as being independent or correlated,122
respectively. Additionally, they may have the same or different123
probability distribution parameters, where the branches in these124
scenearios are referred to as being identically or non-identically125
distributed, respectively. It must be noted that there is some lit-126
erature on the EVM performance of the classical AWGN and127
Rayleigh channels for the scenario of a single receive antenna,128
though these are limited to only a couple of research papers.129
The seminal effort was made in this direction in [22], while130
[23] formulates the attainable EVM in an AWGN scenario. This131
study was extended in [24] to the scenario of non data-aided132
receivers communicating over both AWGN as well as Rayleigh133
fading channels.134
A designer can compute the expected BER for various fad-135
ing channels using well established formulae from the existing136
literature. Thus, designers have a benchmark with which they137
1The probability distribution function (pdf) of the sum of the squared κ-μ
shadowed random variables with independent and correlated shadowing com-
ponents are derived in [11] and [16], respectively. Note that the pdf derived in
[11] is a special case of the pdf derived in [16].
can compare the experimental results, when using BER as a 138
performance metric. However, there are no such equivalent the- 139
oretical formulae for EVM. Hence, through this paper we aim 140
to provide a theoretical benchmark for the EVM performance 141
that the designer can expect in the wireless channels. 142
Against this background, the novel contributions of this 143
paper may be summarised as follows: 144
1) We derive exact closed form expressions for the data- 145
aided EVM2 performance of a SIMO wireless system 146
employing the η-μ and κ-μ shadowed fading chan- 147
nels and a Maximal Ratio Combining (MRC) receiver. 148
Our expressions are derived for independent and non 149
identically distributed branches. These results are then 150
validated by simulations3. 151
2) We also study the effect of correlated fading channels in 152
the above-mentioned wireless system and formulate the 153
EVM for these scenarios. 154
3) The expressions derived are then further simplified for 155
various special cases, such as independent and identically 156
distributed branches, the Rayleigh, the Nakagami and the 157
κ-μ fading. 158
4) The impact of the various channel parameters such as η, 159
μ, κ and that of the number of receive antennas N on 160
the EVM performance is studied along with the attainable 161
performance limits. 162
Our paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present 163
the background necessary for understanding this study, which 164
includes discussions on the SIMO η-μ and κ-μ shadowed 165
channel models in Section II-A and on EVM in Section II-B. 166
Subsequently, we present our analytical characterization of the 167
EVM performance for a SIMO wireless system in Section III, 168
while in Section IV we provide our simulation results. Finally, 169
we offer our conclusions in Section V. 170
II. BACKGROUND INFORMATION 171
A. SIMO η-μ and κ-μ Shadowed Channel Models 172
For the case of a SIMO wireless channel having N receive 173
antennas, the channel model is as follows [4]: 174
yˆ = hs + n, (1)
where s is the transmitted symbol and 175
yˆ = [yˆ1 yˆ2 · · · yˆN ]T
h = [a1e jθ1 a2e jθ2 · · · aN e jθN ]T
n = [n1 n2 · · · nN ]T . (2)
Here yˆk is the symbol received by the kth receive antenna after 176
being subjected to the multiplicative fading of ake jθk and to 177
corruption by the additive noise of nk . In the above discussions 178
ak , θk and nk are random variables (RVs), whose pdf has to 179
be experimentally characterized. Typically the noise is mod- 180
elled by a zero-mean Gaussian distribution, while the phase of 181
2Note that data-aided EVM refers to the EVM obtained using data-aided
receivers, i.e receivers which have exact knowledge of the transmitted bits.
3Please note that if any other detector than the MRC is used, then the EVM
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the fading co-efficient is assumed to have a uniform distribu-182
tion within [0, 2π] [4]. However, modelling the distribution of183
ak or alternatively that of Xk ∝ a2k is much more challenging184
due to its heavy dependence on the exact nature of the wireless185
channel. Note that Xk is referred to as the fading power.186
Recently η-μ and κ-μ shadowed pdfs were proposed in [10]187
and [11], respectively. Mathematically, the η-μ fading power188



























where the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order b191
is represented by Ib(.) and the Gamma function is denoted by192




and var{.} denote the expectation and variance, respectively and194
x¯k = E{Xk} [25]. The parameters Hk and hk may be defined in195
two unique ways that correspond to two distinct fading formats,196
where the difference arises from the physical interpretation of197
the parameter ηk [10]4. In format 1, 0 < ηk < ∞ is the power198
ratio of the in-phase and quadrature phase components of the199











Moreover, in format 1, the η-μ power distribution is symmetri-202
cal around ηk = 1. The second format can be obtained from the203
first one using the relationship of ηformat2 = 1−ηformat11+ηformat1 [10].204
On the other hand, the κ-μ shadowed power pdf is expressed205
as follows for each Xk [11]:206





k (1 + κk)μk xμk−1













where κk > 0 denotes the ratio of the total power of the dom-207
inant components to that of the scattered waves and mk is208
the shadowing parmeter. In (5), μk = E2{Xk }var{Xk }
1+2κk
(1+κk )2 and x¯ =209
E{Xk}, while 1 F1 is the Kummer Hypergeometric function.210
The elements ak for 1 ≤ k ≤ N have two important charac-211
teristics, which are as follows [4]:212
1) Similarity: For a particular distribution model, the coef-213
ficients ak may or may not be identically distributed.214
Specifically, for the cases of the η-μ and κ-μ shadowed215
distributions, they may or may not all have the same216
{ηk, μk} and {κk, μk, mk} parameters, respectively.217
4It is important to note that the η-μ pdf well models the small-scale vari-
ations of the fading signal in a scenario of non-line-of-sight communication
[10].
2) Correlation: For a particular distribution model, the coef- 218
ficients ak associated with 1 ≤ k ≤ N may or may not 219
be correlated with each other. The level of correlation is 220










ρN1 ρN2 · · · ρ1 j · · · ρN N
⎤
⎥⎦ , (6)
where ρi j denote the correlation coefficient between ai 222
and a j . Note that Cm is an identity matrix for the case of 223
all fading magnitudes being independent. 224
In our study, we employ Maximal Ratio Combining 225
(MRC) [4] detection, because its performance closely matches 226
the performance of the optimal maximum-likelihood detec- 227
tion [4], while its complexity is much lower. Assuming perfect 228






B. Error Vector Magnitude 231
The error vector between the transmitted complex-valued 232
symbol s(l) = sI (l) + j · sQ(l) and the received symbol y(l) = 233
yI (l) + j · yQ(l) is defined as e(l) = y(l) − s(l). Fig. 1 shows 234
a vectorial representation of e using the constellation diagram 235
of the communication system. The EVM of the communication 236
system is proportional to the root mean square value of the error 237
signal e(l). In other words, if a total of L symbols are trans- 238
mitted over the wireless channel, then the EVM of the SIMO 239







l=1 |y(l) − s(l)|2
Po
, (8)
where Po is the average symbol power. If s(l) ∈ 242
{S1, S2, · · · SM }, and if all symbols are equi-probable, 243






III. ANALYTICAL STUDY OF THE EVM FOR SIMO 245
CHANNELS 246
The EVM in an AWGN SISO channel has been formulated 247





when L → ∞, (10)
where SN RSI SO is the channel’s signal-to-noise-ratio at the 249
single receive antenna, L is the number of symbols transmit- 250
ted over the wireless channel and M is the number of unique 251
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Fig. 1. Vector representation of the error between symbols s and y.
In the SIMO scenario, if we assume that the average signal253
to noise ratio at each receive antenna is γi = γ , then the instan-254
taneous equivalent signal-to-noise-ratio of the overall SIMO255









a2k = SN RSI M O × Z , (11)
where SN RSI M O = Nγ is the average equivalent signal-to-257
noise-ratio of the overall SIMO system, which represents the258
power gain of using a higher number of receivers5. On the259
other hand, in (11), Z = 1N
∑N
k=1 a2k is the diversity gain, which260
converges to 1 as the number of antennas increases (assuming261
each of the channel gains is normalized to have unit variance)262
and it hence helps overcome fading [9, P. 72]. In our simu-263
lations, we compare the EVM obtained in a SIMO channel264
to that of the SISO channel. Our goal is to study the diver-265
sity gain obtained by employing multiple receive antennas and266
not the power gain. Hence, we compare the SIMO channel to267
an equivalent SISO AWGN channel having a signal-to-noise-268
ratio of SN RSI SO = SN RSI M O = Nγ in order to ensure the269
same average received power in both scenearios. Note that the270
BER or EVM performance of the SIMO system may be better271
than that of a SISO AWGN channel having an SN RSI SO = γ ,272
but will always be worse than that of a SISO AWGN channel273
having an SN RSI SO = SN RSI M O = Nγ .274
Now, employing the instantaneous SNR in (10) we obtain the275
instantaneous EVM to be EVM(z) =
√
1
SN RSI M O×z for L →276
∞, where EVM(z) is the instantaneous EVM for the scenario277
of the diversity gain Z = z. The average EVM is formulated278
by employing the definition in [24] where, the average EVM is279





EVM(z) fZ (z)dz, (12)
5We employ the notation SN RSI M O for distinguishing between the power
gain and diversity gain obtained by employing multiple receive antennas.
where fZ (z) is the pdf of Z . Let us now derive the exact 282
closed-form expressions for the EVM in a SIMO channel, while 283
considering two fading scenarios, namely the η-μ and κ-μ 284
shadowed fading channels. 285
A. η-μ Fading SIMO Channel 286
In order to derive the EVM for η-μ fading, we first have to 287
derive the pdf of Z =∑Nk=1 Xk , where we have Xk = 1N a2k . 288
Thus, each Xk has the pdf given in (3) with x¯k = E{Xk} = 1N 289
and the distribution parameters of {ηk, μk}. The moment gen- 290
erating function (MGF) for Xk has been derived in [26]. In 291
[27], it has been shown that the MGF of Xk can be repre- 292
sented as the product of the MGFs of two gamma distributed 293
RVs (RVs), where both these gamma RVs have the same shape 294
parameter α2k−1 = α2k = μk , but different scale parameters 295
of θ2k−1 = x¯k2μk (hk+Hk ) and θ2k = x¯k2μk (hk−Hk ) . Using this rela- 296
tionship, as well as the studies in [27] and [28], we can state 297
that Xk = Pk + Qk , such that Pk ∼ G(α2k−1, θ2k−1), and Qk ∼ 298
G(α2k, θ2k). Note that G(α2k, θ2k) denote the gamma distribu- 299
tion with shape parameter α2k and scale parameter θ2k . Thus, 300
the sum of N η-μ RVs may be alternatively expressed as the 301
sum of L = 2N Gamma RVs, where the pdf of the sum of L 302
Gamma RVs has been derived in [29]. Now, as stated earlier, 303
the pdf of Z =∑Nk=1 Xk has been derived to be the following 304
using the pdf of the sum of 2N Gamma RVs [29]: 305



























(N )2 (.) is the confluent Lauricella function [30]. We 306
can now substitute this fZ ,η−μ(z) into (12) for formulating the 307
average EVM. 308
1) EVM of η-μ SIMO Channel With Independent and 309
Nonidentically Distributed Branches: 310
Lemma 1: The EVM expression of the η-μ fading SIMO 311
channel having independent and non-identically distributed 312
(i.n.i.d) branches is given by 313
EV Mη−μ,i.n.i.d =
√
Nμ1(1 + η−11 )√

















, 1 − μ1(1 + η
−1
1 )
μ2(1 + η−12 )
, 1 − μ1(1 + η
−1
1 )
μ2(1 + η2) · · ·
1 − μ1(1 + η
−1
1 )
μN (1 + η−1N )
, 1 − μ1(1 + η
−1
1 )
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Proof: See Appendix I for the proof.315 
The expression of the EVM for the i.n.i.d case is given316
in terms of Lauricella’s function of the fourth kind F (N )D [.]317
[30]. The function F (N )D [a, b1, · · · , bN ; c; x1, · · · , xN ] can be318








(1 − xi t)−bi dt,
where Real(c) > Real(a) > 0, (15)
where Real(.) returns the real part of the argument. Note that320
the condition Real(c) > Real(a) > 0 is satisfied by Lauricella’s321
function of the fourth kind F (N )D [.], which appeared in (14).322
Special Case 1: Now, we simplify the expression in (14) for323
the case of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) fading324
SIMO channels. Substituting both ηi = η and μi = μ ∀i into325
(14) and then using the following identity:326
F (N )D [a, b1, · · · bn; c, x, · · · , x] = 2F1[a, b1 + · · · + bN ; c; x],
(16)





SN RSI M O
(2Nμ − 0.5)
(2Nμ)
2 F1[0.5, Nμ; 2Nμ; 1 − 1
η
] for 2Nμ > 0.5. (17)
In the following, we show that the expression shown in (17)329
converges to the EVM expression of AWGN channel. Note that330
when fading parameters η = 1 and μ tends to infinity, the η-μ331
channel should converge to an AWGN channel. By substituting332
η = 1 and μ → ∞ in (17), it can be simplified to333








SN RSI M O
. (18)
This simplification follows from the fact that334
2 F1[0.5, Nμ; 2Nμ; 0] = 1. We now provide the upper335
bound of the EVM expression given in (17) so that the impact336
of fading parameter η can be shown. Using the transforma-337





SN RSI M O
(2Nμ − 0.5)
(2Nμ)








and using the bound 2 F1[2Nμ − 0.5, Nμ; 2Nμ; 1 − 1η ] <2340





, the expression given in341


















Hence, it is apparent from (20) that as η increases, the EVM 343
increases. Recall that η is the scattered-wave power ratio 344
between the in-phase and quadrature components of each clus- 345
ter of multipath and hence the EVM will be minimum when the 346
power of the in-phase and the quadrature components is equal. 347
Special Case 2: The Nakagami-m fading is a special case 348
of the η-μ fading associated with η = 1 and 2μ = m′. Note 349
that m′ is the shape parameter of the Nakagami-m fading. 350
Substituting η = 1 and 2μ = m in (14) and (17), we obtain 351

















0.5, m′2, · · · , m′N ;
N∑
i=1
m′i ; 1 −
m′1
m′2












SN RSI M O
(Nm′ − 0.5)
(Nm′)
for Nm′ > 0.5.
(22)








for large n, (23)
the EVM of the i.i.d Nakagami-m scenario can be further 355
simplified to 356






for large Nm′. (24)
Note that the first term in (24) represents the EVM of an 357
AWGN channel, while the remaining terms in (24) represent 358
the contribution of the fading. We know that as the parameter m 359
decreases, the impact of fading becomes more severe, which is 360
confirmed by (24). A second point that may be noted from (24) 361
is that the EVM approaches that of an AWGN channel, when 362
the number of receive antennas tends to infinity and/or when 363
the fading parameter tends to infinity. 364
2) EVM of η-μ SIMO Channel With Correlated and 365
Identically Distributed Branches: 366
Lemma 2: The EVM expression of a correlated η-μ SIMO 367
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EVMη−μ,corr = 1√





0.5, μc, · · · , μc; 2Nμc; 1 − θˆ2
θˆ1
, · · · 1 − θˆ2N
θˆ1
)
f or 2Nμc > 0.5. (25)
Proof: See Appendix II for the proof.369 
B. κ-μ Shadowed Fading SIMO Channel370
In order to derive the EVM of a κ-μ shadowed faded channel,371




k . Thus, each Xk has the pdf given in (5) with x¯k = 1N and373
distribution parameters of {κk, μk, mk}. The pdf of Z has been374


























− μ1(1 + κ1) z
x¯1
, · · · ,−μN (1 + κN )z
x¯N
,−μ1m1(1 + κ1) z
(μ1κ1 + m1) x¯1
· · · − μN m N (1 + κN )z
(μN κN + m N )x¯N
)
. (26)
We can now substitute fZ ,κ−μsh(z) in (12) to obtain the376
average EVM.377
1) EVM of κ-μ Shadowed Fading SIMO Channel With i.n.i.d378
Branches:379
Lemma 3: The EVM expression of κ-μ shadowed fading380















F (2N−1)D (0.5, μ2 − m2, · · · , μ2 − m2, m1, · · · m N ;
N∑
i=1
μi ; 1 − μ1(1 + κ1)
μ2(1 + κ2) , · · · , 1 −
μ1(1 + κ1)
μN (1 + κN ) ,
1 − (μ1κ1 + m1)
m1
· · · 1 − (μN κN + m N )μ1(1 + κ1)






μi > 0.5. (27)
Proof: See Appendix III for the proof.382 
Special Case 1: Now, we simplify the expression in (27)383





SN RSI M O
 (Nμ − 0.5)
 (Nμ)
2 F1[0.5, Nm; , Nμ;−μκ
m
] for Nμ > 0.5. (28)
In the following, we will show that the above expression con- 386
verges to the EVM expression of AWGN channel. Note that 387
when fading parameters κ = 0 and μ tends to infinity, the κ- 388
μ channel should converge to an AWGN channel. By putting 389
κ = 0 and μ → ∞ the above expression can be simplified to 390








SN RSI M O
. (29)
The above simplification follows from the fact that 391
2 F1[0.5, Nμ; 2Nμ; 0] = 1. Note that the EVM expres- 392
sion for an κ-μ shadowed channel converges to the expression 393
of AWGN channel when fading parameter κ = 0 and μ tends 394
to infinity, as expected. 395
Special Case 2: We now derive the closed-form expression 396
of EVM for the κ-μ fading SIMO channel having i.i.d branches. 397
Note that the κ-μ fading is a special case of the κ-μ shadowed 398








= 1 F1[a, c, z], (30)
the 2 F1[.] given in (28) can be simplified for m → ∞ as 400
follows: 401
2 F1[0.5, Nm; , Nμ; ,−μκ
m
] = 1F1[0.5; Nμ;−Nμκ], (31)
where 1 F1[.] is the Kummer hypergeometric function [30]. 402
Therefore, the EVM expression of the κ-μ fading SIMO chan- 403




SN RSI M O
(Nμ − 0.5)
(Nμ)
1 F1(0.5, Nμ,−Nμκ) for Nμ > 0.5. (32)









for μ > 0.5. (33)
Additional validation of Equation (33): In the following, we 407
derive the EVM expression of the κ-μ fading SISO channel 408
using the negative moment given in [10] in order to fur- 409
ther validate our derivations6. The EVM for κ-μ channel is 410
6Note that the negative moment of sum of generalized fading distribution















where fκ−μ(a) is the κ-μ envelope probability density func-412
tion. It is apparent from the above expression that the EVMκ−μ413
is the negative moment of the κ-μ fading distribution. Using414






(μ − 0.5) exp(−κμ)
(μ)
1 F1(μ − 0.5, μ, μκ) for μ > 0.5. (34)










Therefore, we have shown that the expressions given in (35) and420
(33) are same. Note that the functional form of the pdf of the421
sum of correlated κ-μ shadowed random variables is similar to422
that of the sum of correlated η-μ random variables. Hence, the423
EVM expression for a correlated κ-μ shadowed SIMO chan-424
nel can be derived in a similar manner to that of the η-μ SIMO425
channel. Furthermore, κ-μ fading is a special case of κ-μ shad-426
owed fading and hence the EVM can be obtained numerically427
by employing a very high value of m in the EVM expression428
for a κ-μ shadowed fading channel.429
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS430
In order to validate the EVM expressions derived for η-431
μ and κ-μ shadowed fading channels associated with the432
arbitary parameters, we simulated a BPSK modulation-based433
system communicating over these channels. We implemented434
a simulation-based solution of (12) using 1 transmit and N435
receive antennas. The simulations employed the Monte Carlo436
approach, which relies on transmitting a large number of bits437
over the wireless channel and computing the average EVM. The438
simulations were carried out in Matlab.439
Fig. 2 shows the EVM variation with respect to SN RSI M O440
for the case of SIMO channels having independent and non-441
identically distributed branches, where it can be seen that the442
simulation results closely match the theoretical values.443
Fig. 3 depicts the variation of EVM with respect to444
SN RSI M O for η-μ fading. Here, we have considered N = 3445
and η ≥ 1, since η is symmetrical about 1. Firstly, it may be446
seen that the analytical results match with the simulation results447
for the entire range of SN RSI M O . Secondly, it may be observed448
that as η increases, the EVM also increases for a fixed value449
of μ. Recall that η is the power ratio of the in-phase and450
quadrature-phase components of the fading signal in each mul-451
tipath cluster. Hence, as the power ratio of the in-phase and452
Fig. 2. The EVM for η-μ and κ-μ shadowed i.n.i.d SIMO channels.
Fig. 3. The EVM for different values of η and μ, when N = 3 and the channels
are i.i.d.
quadrature-phase components increases, the EVM increases. In 453
other words, the EVM would be minimum, when the power 454
of the in-phase and quadrature-phase components of the fading 455
signal in each multipath cluster is equal. Thirdly, as the shape 456
parameter μ increases, the EVM decreases and it approaches 457
the EVM of an AWGN channel. 458
Fig. 4 shows the variation of EVM with respect to SN RSI M O 459
for different values of N . Firstly, observe that the simula- 460
tion results closely match the analytical results. Secondly, as 461
the number of antennas increases, the EVM decreases and it 462
approaches the EVM of an AWGN channel. Interestingly, it 463
may be seen that the EVM decreases significantly as the number 464
of antennas increases from 1 to 2. However, the EVM reduction 465
becomes less significant, as the number of antennas increases 466
from N = 2 to 3 and so on. 467
Fig. 5 shows the variation of EVM as a function of 468
SN RSI M O for different values of correlation coefficients. The 469
correlation between the SIMO branches is defined by the corre- 470
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Fig. 4. The EVM for different values of N, when η = 1 and μ = 0.5 and the
channels are i.i.d.
Fig. 5. The EVM for different values of correlation, when N = 3, while η = 1
and μ = 0.5 for all the channels.
we have p, q = 1, · · · , N . Firstly, it may be seen that the472
simulation results closely match the analytical results for all473
values of the correlation coefficients. Secondly, it is observed474
that the EVM increases, as the correlation among the branches475
increases and it approaches the EVM of a SISO channel.476
Furthermore, the rate at which the EVM increases is higher,477
when the correlation coefficients are high.478
Fig. 6 shows the variation of EVM versus the N × m product479
for the special case of Nakagami channels. It may be seen that480
the EVM decreases, as either N or m increases. Interestingly,481
the rate at which the EVM decreases is higher, when the number482
of antennas and the Nakagami-m fading parameter are small.483
This phenomenon may also be observed from (24), where the484
EVM of the Nakagami-m fading is shown to be a function of485
1/(N × m).486
Fig. 7 shows the EVM variation versus SN RSI M O for κ-μ487
fading. Again, the simulation results closely match the ana-488
lytical results. It may be seen that as κ increases, the EVM489
Fig. 6. Variation in EVM with respect to N × m′ for a Nakagami SIMO
channel which are i.i.d.
Fig. 7. The EVM for different combinations of κ and μ, when N = 2 and the
channels are i.i.d.
decreases and it approaches the EVM of an AWGN channel. 490
Recall that κ represents the ratio of the total power of the dom- 491
inant components to that of the scattered waves. Hence, as the 492
ratio of the total power of the dominant components to that of 493
the scattered waves increases, the EVM decreases, as expected. 494
V. CONCLUSIONS 495
We have derived exact closed-form expressions for the data- 496
aided EVM in η-μ and κ-μ shadow faded SIMO channels 497
having independent and non-identically distributed branches. 498
The EVM expression is also derived for the scenario of cor- 499
related SIMO branches. Furthermore, the expressions derived 500
may be readily simplified for various special cases, such as 501
independent and identically distributed fading, the Rayleigh, 502
the Nakagami-m and finally the κ-μ fading. Subsequently, we 503
performed a simulation based study of this system in order to 504
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EVM performance of the wireless communication system con-506
sidered showed that as the Nakagami fading parameter m and/or507
the number of antennas N increases, the EVM decreases and508
the rate at which the EVM decreases is higher, when the fading509
parameter and/or the number of antennas is small.510
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APPENDIX A513
The EVM for a AWGN SISO channel is given by (10) [23],514
[24]. Thus, the instantaneous EVM, namely EV M(z), is com-515
puted using (10) but with the replacement of SN RSI SO with the516
instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio, where zSN RSI M O is the517
instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio as per (11). Thus, the EVM518




EVM(z) fZ ,η−μ(z)dz, (36)
which simply weights the AWGN channel’s EVM by the spe-520
cific probability of occurance of each particular instantaneous521
SNR given by its distribution and then averages it by integrating522
it across the entire instantaneous SNR range. Now substituting523

































































Using the transformation [30, P. 177]:525
e−xi 
(n)2 (b1, · · · , bn; c; x1, · · · , xn)
= 
(n)2 (b1, ·, bi−1, c − b1 − · − bn, bi+1, ·, bn; c;
x1 − xi , · · · xi−1 − xi ,−xi , xi+1 − xi , ·, xn − xi ), (38)
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√
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2 with appropriate parameters. 530
Using the transformation z
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Using the following identity [30, P. 51]: 532






(n)2 [b1, · · · , bn, c, x1t, · · · , xnt]dt,
(41)

























αi > 0.5. Here F (N )D [a, b1, · · · , bN ; c; x1, · · · , xN ] is 534
the Lauricella’s function of the fourth kind. Again, using the 535
following identity: 536
F (n)D [a, b1, · · · , bn, c, x1, · · · , xn] =
n∏
i=1
(1 − xi )−bi
F (n)D [a, b1, · · · , bn, c,
x1
x1 − 1 , · · · ,
xn
xn − 1], (43)

















0.5, α2, · · · , α2N ;
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i=1
αi ; 1 − θ2
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be simplified to539
EVMη−μ,i.n.i.d = 1√





















Substituting the value of θi , αi and z¯ = 1/N into (45), we540
obtain the final expression of EVMη−μ,i.n.i.d given in (14).541
APPENDIX B542
The underlying philosophy in this derivation is similar to that543
of an η − μ SIMO channel with i.n.i.d branches. We now con-544
sider the scenario studies in this paper, where Z is the sum of N545
correlated and identically distributed η-μ RVs Xk having dis-546
tribution parameters {ηk, μc}. Note that all the Xks have the547
same μc but different ηk . As discussed in the first paragraph of548
Section III-A, an η-μ random variable may be expressed as the549
sum of two independent Gamma distributed RVs. It has been550
discussed in [28] that each Xk may be expressed as551
Xk = Pk + Qk, (46)
where Pk ∼ G(μc, θ2k−1), and Qk ∼ G(μc, θ2k) with θ2k−1 =552
x¯k
2μc(hk+Hk ) and θ2k = x¯k2μc(hk−Hk ) . Similar to Section III-A,553
x¯k = 1/N , while hk and Hk are given by (4). Note that the cor-554
relation among the different Xks results in a correlation among555
the different Pks and among the Qks, but there is no correla-556
tion between the Pks and Qks. If ρxxi j is the correlation between557
Xi = Pi + Qi and X j = Pj + Q j , while ρ ppi j and ρqqi j is the558
correlation between {Pi , Pj } and {Qi , Q j }, respectively then559
we have (47), shown at the bottom of the page.560
In our study Z is the sum of N correlated and identically561
distributed η-μ RVs Xk . Employing (46), we may state562
that Z is the sum of 2N correlated and non-identically dis-563
tributed Gamma distributed RVs Mi , namely {M1 = P1, M2 =564
Q1, M3 = P2, M4 = Q2 . . . , M2N−1 = PN , M2N = QN }.565






var(Pi )var(Pj ) + ρqqi j
√
var(Qi )var(Q j )√
var(Pi )var(Pj ) + var(Qi )var(Q j ) + var(Pi )var(Q j ) + var(Pj )var(Qi )
(47)
by [16], [29], [33] 567






μc, · · · , μc; 2Nμc; −z
θˆ1




where θˆi is the eigen values of A = DC with D being a diago- 568
nal matrix with entries θi and det(A) =
N∏
i=1
θˆi is the determinant 569
of the matrix A. Here, C is the symmetric positive definite 570
(s.p.d) matrix and is given in (49), shown at the bottom of the 571
page. where ρmmi j denotes the correlation coefficient between 572
Mi and M j , and is given by, 573
ρmmi j = ρmmji =
cov(Mi , M j )√
var(Mi )var(M j )
, 0 ≤ ρi j ≤ 1, (50)
with cov(Mi , M j ) being the covariance between Mi and M j . 574
Note that the alternate zeros are a consequence of Pks and Qks 575
being independent. 576
Just as in (36), the EVM of a SIMO channel encountering 577





EVM(z) fZ ,η−μ,corr (z)dz, (51)
The functional form of the pdf of the sum of correlated gamma 580
RVs is similar to that of the sum of i.n.i.d. η − μ RVs, as given 581
in (13). Hence the EVM expression in (51) may be readily 582
simplified to: 583
EVMη−μ,corr = 1√
















Note that θˆi is the eigen values of A = DC with D being a 584
diagonal matrix with entries θi and C is the symmetric positive 585
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APPENDIX C587
The pdf fZ ,κ−μsh(z) is presented in (26). Assuming that588
βi = x¯iμi (1+κi ) and δi =
(μi κi +mi )x¯i


































The EVM of κ-μ shadow fading SIMO channel with i.n.i.d591




EVM(z) fZ ,κ−μsh(z)dz. (54)
Note that the functional form of the pdf of the sum of κ-μ shad-593
owed RVs is similar to that of the sum of η-μ RVs, as given594
in (13). Hence the EVM of the κ-μ shadowed fading SIMO595
channel with i.n.i.d branches may be expressed as follows:596
EVMκ−μsh,i.n.i.d = 1√













0.5, μ2 − m2, · · · , μ2 − m2, m1, · · · m N ;
N∑
i=1
μi ; 1 − β2
β1
, · · · , 1 − βN
β1
, 1 − δ1
β1




Substituting the value of βi and δi and x¯i = 1/N ∀i into (55),597
we obtain the final expression of EVMκ−μsh,i.n.i.d , which is598
given in (27).599
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